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Several times this year, you referenced a 10-point scale in terms of ‘how 
bullish’ you are. Are you still at an 8 on the scale? 
 
Yes, we're still at an 8. We reserve the 10 out of 10 for when something terrible has 
happened because that’s the time to be most bullish. We were at 10 out of 10 in April/May 
last year. Since then, it makes sense given that we're further into the economic cycle, that 
we should be around an 8 out of 10. What that really counts for with us is that we're near 
our fully invested limits. 
 
We have less exposure to small companies than we did last year. I think this makes some 
sense given the magnitude of the run that we've had off the bottom. At this point in time, I 
think we're at the early stages of the mid-cycle. We received the news from the National 
Bureau of Economic Research that the recession had ended in May of 2020. This advanced 
the clock a bit more as a result. During the first 12 months of the recovery, you saw the 
strongest rebound from the securities that were beaten up the most. That's what you would 
have seen in the 12 months after March 2009 or after the lows in 2003. 
 
We are very bullish. We think that we’re in the early part of the mid-phase. We really don't 
see anything to be bearish about in terms of broad markets or our holdings. We have an 
upward sloping yield curve, credit spreads are near the narrows for the cycle, cyclicals are 
outperforming defensives, and consumer discretionary is outperforming consumer staples. 
We believe these indications support a bullish view. 
 

Central bank policy has been extremely accommodative; what did you 
think of the appointment of Jerome Powell to a second term as Chair of the 
Federal Reserve and are you concerned about tapering? 
 
We’re not concerned. I would be more concerned if the Fed was not tapering; tapering is a 
sign of confidence in the economy. The last thing I would want to see happen is what the 
Fed did with QE2 back in 2010; they thought the economy was weak and they started a 
second round of quantitative easing. I think it's good that the Fed is sending this message of 
confidence. 
 
I'd suggest that the Fed has scope to be easier with Powell reappointed because when you 
get a new Fed chairman, the first thing that markets tend to do is to test their credibility. I 
think that Vice Chair Lael Brainard might have been forced to hike sooner than Powell. I 
think that Powell is in a better position because he does not have to re-establish his 
credibility. 



 

 

The Fed is going to hike rates. It takes fewer hikes to flatten the curve now than it did 20 
years ago. We think that rates are going to rise and that at some point the curve will start to 
flatten. It is quite possibly we’ve already seen the maximum steepness for the curve earlier 
in this year. I don't know if they have any rate hikes penciled in for next year. I think the Fed 
finishes tapering around June or July and that hikes are likely in 2022. The futures markets 
seem to be ahead of themselves pricing in three hikes. We want to avoid businesses that get 
hurt by higher interest rates. We have significant exposures to financial services within our 
portfolios. 
 

What are your views on inflation and the high levels of debt and how does 
it affect your portfolios? 
 
There are two major obligations in the world: one is household, corporate, and government 
debt and the other is the present value of post-retirement benefits. This is a much bigger 
number and will remain a much bigger number from an obligation point of view until the 
10-year bond yield is higher than 4 or 5%. What if rates don't go up? What does that do to 
the present value of post-retirement benefits and is anybody going to get their pension? 
 
Explaining this to client is simple if somebody has a defined benefit pension plan, social 
security, CPP, etc. and they've been promised a certain amount of money per month, the 
lower interest rates go, the more money that pension plan has to put away to fulfill that 
monthly commitment. If interests are higher, the present value of that monthly payment is 
lower, and the obligation is smaller. My response to anybody who says: “What about all the 
debts in the world?” is that it's nothing compared to the post-retirement benefits. 
 
Inflation has always been positively correlated with interest rates. If you're worried about 
inflation, you think rates are going to rise. The best positioning I know for inflation is a zero-
weight to fixed income because duration is not your friend. The flip side of it is, if you think 
that there won’t be any inflation, then I would be buying fixed income. My real concern is 
deflation because in a deflationary environment the government either defaults or 
refinance its debt and those are also situations where there are high levels of corporate 
insolvency. 
 
I would also add that broadly speaking, we like inflation. From my perspective, inflation is 
not deflation, and a boom is far from a bust. Our companies have pricing power. The bigger 
question would be what would happen if inflation is below expectations? Perhaps a 
company that can raise its prices may have a constraint on its valuation. Mr. Buffett was 
asked by the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission what the number one attribute was that 
he looked for in any business that he invested in, and he said pricing power. We own 
companies that can raise their prices. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

In past comments, you've referenced flashing green signals on your 
screen. What signals are flashing green for you today? Are any signals 
flashing yellow or red? 
 
The green: Upward sloping yield curve, cyclicals outperforming defensives, consumer 
discretionary beating consumer staples, the long-term trend of industrial metals 
outperforming precious metals, tight credit spreads.   
 
The yellow: The rate of change of the gasoline price as measured by NYMEX gasoline 
futures. Many of the recessions in the last 60 years where the yield curve inverted, saw a 
doubling of gasoline prices year over year. This is something we are monitoring closely but 
we think it's offset by the tightest employment market we’ve ever seen.  
 
The red: We don’t see anything flashing red at the moment. Of course, all of these are 
subject to change.  
 
What are your biggest concerns right now? 
 
I often ask myself, why am I a conservative investor? It’s because we don’t know what is 
going to go wrong. Our mission statement about being conservative investors means that 
we invest in high-quality businesses that are attractively valued, can grow over time, and 
can increase their dividends. 
 
I'm always concerned about policy errors by regulators and legislators. I'm always worried 
about geopolitics. I remember being at one of the Berkshire Hathaway Annual Meetings 
where Mr. Buffett said that he would never hesitate to make an investment in a good 
business because of a macro concern. I think that's a great answer.  
 
How are you managing the fixed income component of Dynamic Global 
Asset Allocation Fund?  
 
Our entire fixed income component is U.S. Treasuries with the longest dated out to August 
2022 and we’re only sitting on March and August. We had some November 2021s but in the 
middle of the summer, Derek Amery Sr. Portfolio Manager, 1832 Asset Management, and co-
manager of the fixed income portion expressed concern about the U.S. debt ceiling that 
could cause an inversion of the short-term treasury curve due to fears of a short-term 
default. We took advantage of that opportunity to sell our November 2021s. All proceeds 
went into the August 2022s. I would expect to get some capital appreciation on them 
because the federal funds market has priced in three hikes next year, and I don't know if 
there will be any. 
 
The fact that U.S. Treasuries are negatively correlated to equity markets allows me the 
flexibility to take a little bit more risk on the equity portion of the Dynamic Global Asset 
Allocation Fund than I can on my other Low-Medium Risk fund Dynamic Global Dividend 
Fund. It means that I can allocate a higher percentage of the portfolio to smaller cap 
companies, cyclicals, and international companies. The fact that U.S. Treasuries are 



 

 

negatively correlated to equity markets means that I can take a little more risk on the equity 
side of Dynamic Global Asset Allocation Fund than I can in my other Low-Medium Risk fund 
– Dynamic Global Dividend. This means that I can use more small companies, more cyclicals, 
and have a larger international component. 
 

 
In some of your portfolios, the Energy and Materials sectors were 
approximately 10% recently after being a much lower weighting (notably 
Energy) at the end of last year. Could you speak to the types of companies 
you own in these sectors?  
 
We've almost continuously participated in the Specialty Chemicals industry (which is part 
of the Materials sector). Our emphasis there today would be primarily on construction 
materials and oleochemicals. Sika AG is our largest holding of construction materials, 
they're the largest producer in the world of chemicals that are used to strengthen cement. 
They're also the largest producer in the world of membranes for water protection. 
 
The other big exposure we have in materials is Croda International PLC, the world’s largest 
producer of raw materials for household, personal care, and some select pharmaceutical 
products. They own about 60% market share of the natural sourced raw materials for 
personal care and household products. That includes the first surfactants that are not 
produced from either animal fats or hydrocarbons. They are the leaders in producing 
natural sourced cosmetics or skincare products. 
 
Our investments in the Energy sector are very different. We have positions in Norway in 
Equinor. Norway has been highly supportive of the hydrocarbon industry which is 
misunderstood by the investing public. Many view Norway as having more electric cars, 
solar, wind, and hydro power than any other country, and they think they must be anti-
fossil fuels. The reason why they're doing this is so that they don't consume any of the oil or 
gas domestically, making it all available for export. It's the correct business decision. Why 
would you put gasoline in your cars when you could sell the oil at a premium at export 
markets? At the same time, the Norwegian government just increased the tax incentives for 
exploration and development. 
 
In the U.S. we've partnered with a series of management teams that want to grow their 
production and reserves, companies like ConocoPhillips and Devon Energy.  
 
Health Care and Information Technology remain top sector exposures for 
you. In the past, you’ve commented on the vagueness of the composition 
of the technology sector and the possible reclassification of transaction 
and payment processing companies to the Financials sector. Do you 
believe this is warranted and would it have any impact on your view of 
either of these sectors? 
 
We don't know if the weakness within the payment stocks is because there's a risk that they 
will be moved into Financials or if the weakness is caused by something else. Anything 



 

 

associated with payments is doing poorly. I don't have an explanation for why, but we can't 
make money on stocks that are going down, so we are not involved at this time 
 
Our exposure in Information Technology is not in payments. Our investments are in areas 
where there's a lot of pent-up demand due to the semiconductor shortage and the shift to 
the cloud. We want to invest in the companies that are going to solve that problem, like 
KLA-Tencor and ASM Lithography. Instead of getting upset that there's a problem, we want 
to own the companies that are part of the solution. At the same time, there are companies 
like Microsoft and Accenture that are going to benefit from continued business investment.  
 
The vagueness of sector composition extends to Health Care. HOYA is in healthcare because 
they're the second-largest producer of endoscopes in the world and the second-largest 
producer of eyeglass lenses. At the same time, they are a monopoly producer of glass 
platters for hard disks; there's a cycle of hard disks changing from aluminum to glass 
platters because it allows you to have more capacity. They’re also the monopoly producer of 
photomasks for lithography at all the leading-edge nodes, but because of those medical 
devices, they're classed within the Health Care sector. 

  
Any final comments for investors?  
 
Thank you to all for the continued support. I want to remind everyone that I have no long-
term investments other than the funds that I manage. I take a large proportion of my 
compensation in units of the funds that I manage, and those are always locked up for 3 
years at a time. We remain very optimistic about the future. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Approximate asset allocations as of (November 26, 2021): 
 
 
Dynamic American Fund: <1% Cash 
 
 
Dynamic Global Discovery Fund: <1% Cash 
 
 
Dynamic Global Dividend Fund: 6% Cash 
 
 
Dynamic International Discovery Fund: <1% Cash 
 
 
Dynamic Global Asset Allocation Fund: 70% Equities, 14% Cash, 16% US Treasury 
Bills 
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